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Abstract
Using the κ-symmetric action for a D3-brane, we study the interaction between
its world-volume fermions and a bosonic type IIB supergravity background preserving
4-dimensional Lorentz invariance. We find that the renormalizable terms in the action
include only coupling between the fermions and the 3-form flux in the combination
(∗6G(3) − iG(3)), which is zero for a class of supersymmetric and nonsupersymmetric
solutions. We also find the magnetic and electric dipole moments for the fermions,
which are proportional to the derivative of the dilaton-axion. We show that differ-
ent gauges to fix the κ-symmetry give the same interaction terms, and prove that
these terms are also SL(2,R) self-dual. We interpret our results in terms of N = 1
supersymmetric gauge theory on the D-brane.
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1 Introduction
Since the realization made by Polchinski in 1995 that D-branes carry Ramond-Ramond
charges [1], they have been considerably studied (see for example [2] for a review). Neverthe-
less, we still lack of a full understanding of the action governing their dynamics.
The low energy effective action of a bosonic Dp-brane is the sum of the Born-Infeld and
Wess-Zumino terms. These describe the dynamics of the bosonic massless fields on the D-
brane in a general supergravity background, when the fields vary slowly compared to the
string scale. The supersymmetrization of this action has been worked out by different groups
[3] - [7]. The supersymmetric action looks exactly like the bosonic one, but in the former case
the brane lives in superspace, and every space-time field is promoted to a superfield. The
explicit form of the action is given in terms of the background supervielbein and super NS-NS
and R-R gauge fields. Such as it is, it’s difficult to extract information about the dynamics
of the world-volume fermionic fields with the purpose of studying D-brane phenomenology.
Explicit fermionic dependence to all orders in the fermions have been obtained in flat
space in [3] and [6], and in AdS5 × S5 in [8]. In this paper we wish to obtain the explicit
coupling of a type IIB supergravity background with nontrivial dilaton-axion and both 5
and 3-form fluxes to the world-volume fermions on a D3-brane, to second order in the latter.
This is important for any understanding of brane-world models both in supersymmetric and
nonsupersymmetric backgrounds. It is also indispensable if we wish to know the long range
fields created by a particular D3-brane polarization which, as we will see, has 3-form flux
besides the known self-dual 5-form flux.
An expansion of space-time superfields in terms of component fields for a general back-
ground was carried out in [9], following a method known as gauge completion, proposed
in [10]. This made it possible to obtain the explicit linear coupling between world-volume
fermions and a IIA supergravity background for a D0-brane. The action obtained this way
was checked by an independent method relating it to the matrix description of M-theory.
We will perform the corresponding expansion for the IIB case.
In fact, we will obtain the action for the world-volume fermions by three different meth-
ods: from the known renormalizable 4-dimensional actions with N = 1 supersymmetry
supplemented by 10-dimensional covariance and the relationship found in [11] between the
3-form flux and the field theory superpotential; from a direct calculation along the lines of
[10], and from T-duality of the D0-brane action worked out in [9]. The actions obtained by
the three different methods agree, providing a nice and useful result for future use.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we find the possible couplings
between world-volume fermions and background fields from 10-dimensional covariance, 4-
dimensional Lorentz invariance and gauge invariance. In Section 3 we find these couplings for
a supersymmetric background corresponding to N D3-branes plus a 3-form flux perturbation,
worked out in [11]. We also show that any smooth deformation of this background lies in a
particular class of solutions studied in [11]-[14]. In Section 4 we perform the expansion of the
superfields in terms of component fields, and find thereof the desired interaction terms from
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the supersymmetric D3-brane action. The results obtained are checked in Section 5 with the
action obtained by T-dualizing the D0-brane action. In Section 6, we interpret the results in
terms of the 4-dimensional field theory on the D3-brane. We state our conclusions in Section
7, and show in the Appendix the conventions chosen and the supergravity equations used.
2 Action from 10-dimensional covariance
We want to find the renormalizable terms in the action that represent the coupling between
the fermionic fields on a D3-brane and a bosonic type IIB background. The massless bosonic
fields of the type IIB superstring theory consist of the dilaton φ, the metric tensor GMN and
the antisymmetric 2-tensor BMN in the NS-NS sector, and the axion C, the 2-form potential
CMN , and the four-form field CMNPQ with self-dual five-form field strength in the R-R sector.
Their fermionic superpartners are a complex Weyl gravitino ψM (Γ
10ψM = −ψM ) and a
complex Weyl dilatino λ (Γ10λ = λ). The theory has D = 10, N=2 supersymmetry with
two Majorana-Weyl supersymmetry parameters of the same chirality ε1,2 (Γ
10ε1,2 = −ε1,2).
These two spinors are usually combined in the supergravity literature into a complex Weyl
spinor. The two scalars C and φ can be combined into a complex field τ = C + ie−φ which
parameterizes the SL(2,R)/U (1) coset space.
We are interested in backgrounds that preserve Lorentz invariance on the world-volume
of the D3-brane, which lies in the 0123 coordinates (henceforth called µ, ν...). Consequently,
we will assume a background geometry of the warped form:
ds2 = Z−1/2ηµνdx
µdxν + Z1/2d˜s26 , (1)
where the 6-dimensional space is a complex manifold M , labeled in each patch by complex
coordinates zi, i = 1, 2, 3.
To preserve SO(3, 1) invariance, the 5-form field strength has to be:
F5 = dχ4 + ∗ dχ4 , χ4 = f(xm) dx0 ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 (2)
where f is a function of the orthogonal coordinates xm. There will be generically nonzero
NS-NS and R-R 3-form fluxes orthogonal to the D3-brane.
The low energy fermionic degrees of freedom on the world-volume are the massless
open string Ramond states, forming a 10-dimensional Majorana-Weyl spinor Θ. From 10-
dimensional covariance and gauge invariance, we can guess the form of the interaction be-
tween Θ and the background fields. From gauge invariance, we know that the field strengths
and not the potentials should be involved in the Lagrangian. The R-R 3-form field strength
F3 and the NS-NS H3 will be combined in the complex 3-form G(3):
G(3) = F(3) − τH(3) (3)
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which can have all (3, 0), (2, 1), (1, 2) and (0, 3) pieces with respect to the complex structure
defined on M . This field might couple to Θ through a term like
ΘΓmnoΘGmno (4)
We expect the axion and dilaton to appear in the form:
ΘΓmΘ ∂mτ (5)
and the 5-form field strength as:
ΘΓMNOPQΘFMNOPQ (6)
where we have used capital letter indices to indicate that these run over the whole 10-d
space. We can already rule out two of these interactions, namely (5) and (6), from the
anticommutation relations and the Majorana property of Θ. For a 32-component Majorana-
Weyl spinor, the only nonzero fermion bilinears are
ΘΓMNPΘ ΘΓMNPQRSTΘ (7)
so we are left only with the possibility outlined in (4) of the world-volume fermions directly
coupling to G(3).
The Majorana-Weyl spinor Θ in the 16 of SO(9, 1) splits into (2¯, 4)+(2, 4¯) of SO(3, 1)⊗
SO(6). This means that there are four 4-dimensional spinors, three fermions λi in the N = 1
chiral multiplet and a gaugino ψ in the N = 1 vector multiplet. The 32 x 32 Dirac gamma
matrices can be decomposed as
Γµ = γµ ⊗ 1 , Γm = γ(5) ⊗ γm (8)
where γµ and γm are Dirac gamma matrices corresponding to SO(3, 1) and SO(6) respective-
ly. For the SO(6) matrices, it is convenient to group them into complex holomorphic and
antiholomorphic ones. The spinors are eigenstates of Si = γ
iγ ı¯ − 1
2
with eigenvalues ±1
2
.
The fermions λi are built with SO(6) spinors that have positive (negative) Si eigenvalue
and negative (positive) Sj , j 6= i for the 4 (4) representation. The gaugino is built from the
spinor that has all positive (negative) Si eigenvalues.
There are two independent SO(3, 1) ⊗ SO(6) invariants that we can build out of G(3),
namely the one in Eq.(4) and another one with a power of γ(5) inserted. Then, in 4-
dimensional terms, the coupling to the background G(3) field is:
aΘγ(5)Γ
mnoΘGmno + bΘΓ
mnoΘGmno ∼ (a+ b)
(
ψψGijk + λ
iλjSij + λ
iψGij
j
)
+ (a− b)
(
ψ¯ψ¯Gı¯¯k¯ + λ¯
ı¯λ¯¯Sı¯¯ + λ¯
ı¯ψ¯Gı¯¯
¯
)
(9)
where Sij involves the (1, 2) piece of G(3) in the symmetric combination:
Sij =
1
2
(
ǫˆiklGjk¯l¯ + ǫˆjklGik¯l¯
)
(10)
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and ǫˆ is the orthogonal frame epsilon, with values ±1.
For backgrounds that do not preserve Lorentz invariance there would be additional pieces
in the couplings (9), namely those where the 3-form flux has one, two or three indices along
the D3-brane. We have restricted ourselves to Lorentz-invariance preserving backgrounds,
so we will not see the effect of those possible terms.
The gaugino mass is then proportional to the (3, 0) piece of G(3), the mass matrix for
the fermions in the chiral multiplet is given by the (1, 2) piece, and the coupling between
them by the nonprimitive (2, 1). In the next section we will interpret this in terms of N =
1 supersymmetry.
3 Interaction Lagrangian from N = 1 supersymmetry
A perturbation expansion in powers of G(3) around the black D3-brane solution (1)-(2) was
carried out in [11], with d˜s26 the flat metric, f = − 14Z and a constant dilaton. In order to
preserve N=1 supersymmetry, the first order 3-form flux, has to obey
Gijk = Gij
j = 0 , Sij = Z ∂i∂jW (z
i) (11)
where W is a holomorphic function proved to be proportional to the superpotential that
breaks N= 4 into N= 1 in the dual field theory. The complex coordinates zi on which W
depends, are in the gauge theory the scalar components φi of the three chiral multiplets.
This result can be generalized by carrying out a first order perturbation in all the bosonic
fields, keeping the metric as in (1) with d˜s26 being flat plus a first order correction.
The supersymmetry variations of the dilation and gravitino in the Einstein frame are [15]
1.
δλ = −e
φ
2
ΓM∂Mτ ε
∗ +
e
1
2
φ
24
ΓMNPGMNP ε (12)
δψM = (DM + i
eφ
4
∂MC) ε+
i
480
ΓM1...M5FM1...M5ΓMε+ i
e
1
2
φ
96
(
ΓPQRM GPQR − 9ΓPQGMPQ
)
ε∗
(13)
where DM is the covariant derivative with respect to the metric gMN .
The first order dilatino variation enforces τ to be holomorphic and sets G(3) to obey the
first of the two conditions in (11). The first order gravitino variation splits into two equations.
One of them is exactly the same as in [11], so the first order 3-form flux perturbation obeys
all the conditions found there. The important ones for us are those in (11). The other one is(
DM + i
eφ
4
∂MC
)(1)
ε(0) +
i
480
(
ΓM1...M5FM1...M5ΓM
)(1)
ε(0) = 0 (14)
1In this Section we use Einstein frame quantities, and a complex spinor ε, according to the conventions
that are mostly used in supergravity literature.
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where the subscripts (0) and (1) denote the order in the perturbation expansion. The first
order product of F(5) and gamma matrices involve the fist order perturbation in F(5) as well
as that of the metric. The supersymmetry of a configuration of D3/D7-branes, which has
nontrivial holomorphic τ that depends only on one of the complex coordinates, was worked
out in [13]. In that case, the transverse metric has to be of the form
d˜s26 = 2
(
dz1dz¯1 + dz2dz¯2 + e−φ(z)dz dz¯
)
(15)
If we consider a smooth deformation of this background, we can subtract off this perturba-
tion from (14) and set τ to a constant. We can also subtract off a perturbation of the 5-form
field. Any such perturbation that preserves Lorentz invariance has to be of the form (2), and
the result of adding it it’s just a perturbation of the warp factor proportional to f . Thus, we
can also consider the 5-form flux and the warp factor as being unperturbed. Then, insisting
that the supersymmetry parameter shouldn’t depend on the longitudinal coordinates, the µ
component of (14) tells us that
F
(0)
M1...M5
(
ΓM1...M5
)(1)
= 0 (16)
This is the same that appears in the m component of (14). This means that from the first
term in this equation, we finally find that the first order covariant derivative of ǫ(0) has to be
zero, which implies that the perturbed metric has to be Ricci flat. In summary, any smooth
deformation of the D3/D7 system has to lie in the class studied in [11] (Eq.(11) for G(3) and
a metric perturbation of the ”warped Calabi-Yau” form).
Going back to the interaction between the world-volume fermions and the background,
Eq.(9), we see that in the N= 1 ”perturbed D3/D7-brane background”, the gaugino remains
massless and there is no gaugino-λi fermion interaction. On the other hand, these fermions in
the chiral multiplet acquire a mass proportional to the second derivative of the holomorphic
function W . This fits nicely with N= 1 supersymmetry in 4-dimensions, where the mass of
the chiral fermions is just the second derivative of the superpotential. We will follow this
discussion in Section 6, after we have found the exact interaction Lagrangian.
4 Couplings from κ-symmetric D3-brane action
The supersymmetric extension of the Dirac-Born-Infeld and Wess-Zumino actions for a
Dirichlet p-brane was worked out in [3]-[5] in terms of supersymmetric space-time variables.
It looks like the ordinary bosonic action. For a D3-brane in the string frame, it is
S = −µ3
∫
d4ζe−Φ
√
−det (gij + Fij −Bij) + µ3
∫
eF−B ∧C (17)
The use of boldface indicates that the space-time field has been promoted to a superfield.
Here
C = ⊕nC(n) (18)
6
is the collection of all RR potentials pulled back to the world-volume.
The brane is embedded in superspace, labeled by the coordinate ZM = (xm, θµ) 2. The
N = 2 10-dimensional supersymmetry is realized as δθ = ǫ, δxm = ǫ¯Γmθ. The space-time
fermions θ are a pair of real sixteen-component Majorana-Weyl spinors. The IIB fermionic
index µ has to be understood as the product of a Majorana-Weyl index and an SO(2) index
(see Appendix A for more detail).
To project a space-time index -bosonic or fermionic- into the world-volume we must
contract with the coordinate differential dZM . Taking for example B(2), the projection
amounts to
Bij = ∂iZ
M∂jZ
NBMN = ∂ix
m∂jx
nBmn + 2∂[ix
m∂j]θ
µBmµ + ∂iθ
µ∂jθ
νBµν (19)
The superspace constraints for the superfields are solved in [16]. Here, we will use a
different approach. We will find the expansion of every space-time field in powers of θ up to
second order, using a method known as gauge completion. This method was developed for
11-dimensional supergravity in [10] and applied to IIA in the Einstein frame in [9]. We will
apply the same techniques in order to obtain the type IIB case in the string frame. For an
alternative way to obtain the expansion of the vielbein, see [17].
The idea of gauge completion is to compare the superspace diffeomorphisms of a given
superfield with the supersymmetry transformation of the corresponding component field. A
superspace diffeomorphism acts like
δCMN = Σ
P∂PCMN + 2∂[MΣ
PCP |N ] (20)
where Σ is the superdiffeomorphism parameter. To zeroth order in θ, it is
Σm = ζm , Σα = εα (21)
where ζm and ǫα are the usual diffeomorphism and supersymmetry transformation parame-
ters. The space-time superfields are at zeroth order
eam = e
a
m
eαm = ψ
α
m
eaµ = 0
eαµ = δ
α
µ (22)
Φ = φ
Bmn = Bmn
Bmµ = 0
...
2In this and the following Sections, we use capital letter subindices to indicate bosonic as well as fermionic
indices. a, b, ... refer to bosonic tangent space indices; m,n, ... are bosonic coordinate space indices; i, j, ...
are world-volume bosonic indices and Greek letters refer to fermionic indices.
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where ”...” indicates that all superfields with bosonic indices have as zeroth order component
the corresponding bosonic field, and all the superfields with at least one fermionic index are
zero.
To obtain the first order terms, let us illustrate with the dilaton superfield Φ, to which
we apply a superdiffeomorphism. This amounts to an ordinary diffeomorphism plus a su-
persymmetry transformation. The latter has to be equal to the supersymmetry transforma-
tion of the bosonic field φ, i.e.
Σα∂αΦ = ε
α∂αΦ ≡ δǫφ = ελ (23)
which implies
Φ = φ+ θλ +O(θ2) (24)
The same can be done for the vielbein and the gauge potentials. For these, the second
term in (20) doesn’t contribute, except when performing a superdiffeomorphism to eαm. In
that case we have
δeαm = Σ
β∂βe
α
m + ∂mε
βeαβ
= εβ∂βe
α
m + ∂mε
α
≡ δeαm = δψαm = ∂mεα + ... (25)
so the derivative of the supersymmetry parameter cancels, and the first order vielbein with
mixed components is equal to the supersymmetry variation of the gravitino without this
derivative.
To obtain the fermionic components of the fields we need to know Σ to first order in θ.
To that end, we perform the commutator of two superdiffeomorphisms on any superfield,
say Φ, and make it equal to the commutator of two supersymmetries, i.e.
δ[Σ1,Σ2]Φ = (ε
α
1∂αΣ
a
2) ∂aΦ +
(
εα1∂αΣ
β
2
)
∂βΦ+ ...− 1↔ 2 (26)
where ... indicates terms that involve the ordinary diffeomorphism parameter ζ . This should
be equal to the commutator of two supersymmetries applied to the component field φ, which
gives a combination of a diffeomorphism and a gauge transformation in the case of a gauge
field, or a Lorentz transformation in the case of the vielbein. We are interested in the
coordinate transformation, whose parameter is ζa = ε2Γ
aε1. The second term in (26) is zero
for a bosonic background, while the first one is the coordinate transformation. We have then
Σa = ζa − 1
2
θΓaε+O(θ2) (27)
Now we can compute the first order term in the expansion of eaµ by performing a su-
perdiffeomorphism
δeaµ = Σ
β∂βe
a
µ + ∂µΣ
beab + ...
= εβ∂βe
a
µ −
1
2
(εΓa)µ (28)
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this implies
eaµ =
1
2
(θΓa)µ (29)
In the same way we can obtain Bmµ, Cmµ and Cmnoµ, including in these cases the gauge
transformations that arise when performing two supersymmetry transformations on a given
gauge field (see appendix A for the form of the gauge parameters).
To get the action to second order, we just need the second order expansion of the su-
perfields with all bosonic components, and the first order expansion of the superfields with
one fermionic index. The second order terms are obtained by the same argument as the first
order ones.
We will use static gauge, in which the coordinates that label the world-volume ζ i are
identified with the space-time coordinates xi. In that gauge, the space-time spinor θ becomes
a spinor in the world-volume. The superspace generalization of the action possesses a local
fermionic symmetry called κ-symmetry [18]. This symmetry allows us to remove half of
the fermions by a gauge choice, making the number of fermionic degrees of freedom in the
world-volume equal to the bosonic ones. We will work in a general gauge, where the two
space-time Majorana-Weyl θ1 and θ2 are related to the world volume spinor Θ by
θ1 = aΘ θ2 = bΘ, a
2 + b2 = 1 (30)
Then the only nonzero fermion bilinears are those containing antisymmetric products of
three or seven gamma matrices (cf Eq(7)) with either σ1, σ3 or no Pauli matrices multiplying,
so many of the terms that appear to second order in the expansion of the superfields vanish.
Inside a fermion bilinear, σ1 will be equal to 2ab and σ3 to a2 − b2.
Up to the order that we need in Θ (second in the case of a bosonic component, and first
in the case of fermionic), we get, for a bosonic background
eam = e
a
m +
1
8
ΘΓabcΘwmbc − 1
16
(a2 − b2)ΘΓanpΘHmnp + 1
32
2ab eφΘΓnp mΘF
′a
np
+
1
32
2ab eφΘΓanpΘF ′mnp −
1
96
2ab eφeamΘΓ
npqΘF ′npq
eaµ =
1
2
(ΘΓa)µ
eµm = 0
eαµ = δ
α
µ
Φ = φ− 1
48
(a2 − b2)ΘΓpqrΘHpqr − 1
48
2ab eφΘΓmnpΘF ′mnp +
Bmn = Bmn +
1
4
(a2 − b2)ΘΓab [mΘwn]ab − 1
8
2ab eφΘΓmn
pΘ∂pC + ...
Bmµ =
1
2
(a2 − b2)(ΘΓm)µ
Cmn = Cmn − 1
4
2ab e−φΘΓab [mΘwn]ab +
1
8
(a2 − b2)ΘΓmn pΘ ∂pC + 1
4
2abΘΓmn
pΘ∂pφ+ CBmn|Θ2 + ...
9
Cmµ = CBmµ − 1
2
2ab e−φ
(
ΘΓm
)
µ
Cmnop = Cmnop +
1
48
(a2 − b2)ΘΓmnop qrsΘF ′qrs +
1
48
2ab e−φΘΓmnop
qrsΘHqrs + ...
Cmnoµ = 0 + ... (31)
where the +... in the second order Bmn, Cmn and Cmnop and first order Cmnoµ are terms
that are zero for our background, when projecting this fields to the world-volume.
To second order in Θ, the action (17) for a background with 3-form flux orthogonal to
the D3-brane, is
S
µ3
= −
∫
d4ζe−φ(1− Φ|Θ2)
{
−det[gij + 2∂(iΘµ∂j) xbeaµ|Θηab + 2∂ixm∂jxbeam|Θ2ηab
+ Fij −Bij|Θ2 + 2∂[iΘµBj]µ]
} 1
2
+
1
4!
ǫˆijkl
∫
d4ζ
[
Cijkl +Cijkl|Θ2 + 6F[ij
(
Ckl]|Θ2 − 2∂[kΘµCl]µ − C(Bkl|Θ2 − 2∂[kΘµBl]µ)
)]
(32)
where ǫˆ is the Levi-Civita tensor in the orthogonal frame, with values ±1.
Inserting the expansions (31) in (32) and using, for the DBI part:√
det (1 +M) = 1 +
1
2
trM − 1
4
trM2 +
1
8
(trM)2 +O(M3) (33)
we get, to second order in Θ and up to terms proportional to F , changing the background
metric in (1) to the string frame,
1
µ3
LDBI = O(Θ0) + Z−1
(
−1
2
ΘΓiDiΘ− 1
48
(a2 − b2)ΘΓpqrΘHpqr + 1
48
2ab eφΘΓpqrΘF ′pqr
−1
2
(a2 − b2)F ij ΘΓiDjΘ+ 1
16
2ab eφF ij ΘΓij
mΘ∂mC
)
+O(Θ4, F 2)(34)
where O(Θ0) are the usual bosonic terms.
For the Wess-Zumino Lagrangian, we get
1
µ3
LWZ = O(Θ0) + Z−1
(
1
48
(a2 − b2)eφΘΓpqrΘ(∗6F ′(3))pqr +
1
48
2abΘΓpqrΘ(∗6H(3))pqr
−1
2
2ab (∗F )ij ΘΓiDjΘ+ 1
16
(a2 − b2)eφ(∗F )ij ΘΓij mΘ∂mC + 1
8
2ab (∗F )ij ΘΓij mΘ∂mφ
)
(35)
Collecting (34) and (35), we get a D3-brane Lagrangian for the world-volume fermions
1
µ3
L = O(Θ0) + Z−1
(
−1
2
ΘΓiDiΘ+
1
48
eφΘΓpqrΘRe
[
(a+ ib)2 (∗6G− iG)pqr
]
− 1
2
(a2 − b2)F ij ΘΓiDjΘ− 1
2
2ab (∗F )ij ΘΓiDjΘ+ 1
16
2ab eφF ij ΘΓij
mΘ∂mC
+
1
16
(a2 − b2)eφ(∗F )ij ΘΓij mΘ ∂mC + 1
8
2ab (∗F )ij ΘΓij mΘ ∂mφ
)
(36)
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The world-volume fermions don’t couple to the 5-form flux (or to the derivative of the
warp factor) as we suggested in Section 2, and they couple to the derivative of the dilation-
axion only through the field strength. As far as the coupling to the 3-form flux, they only
couple to the combination (∗6G(3)− iG(3)). In the class of exact supersymmetric solutions to
IIB supergravity studied in [11, 12], which includes the Klebanov-Strassler solution for the
deformed conifold [19], this combination is zero. In a more general class of supersymmetric
and nonsupersymmetric solutions studied in [20], where the localized sources obey a sort of
BPS condition, the 3-form flux G(3) must also be imaginary self-dual.
The couplings found in (36) indicate that certain polarizations of the D3-brane have
magnetic H-dipole moment, as well as magnetic D5-brane dipole moment. This in turn
implies that some polarizations of the D3-brane will produce a generically nonzero value
of the 3-form flux. In [9], the long range supergravity fields were worked out for the dif-
ferent polarizations of a D0-brane. Having found the couplings between the background
and the world-volume fermions to second order in the latter, we can obtain the long range
supergravity fields produced by a D3-brane up to order r−5.
Gauge invariance and SL(2,R) duality
The action found in (36) is both gauge invariant and SL(2,R) self-dual (when written in the
Einstein frame). Let’s first show this for the term involving the coupling to the three-form
flux. In the Einstein frame (see Eqs.(52) and (53) below), this coupling is
1
48
e
1
2
φRe
[
(a+ ib)2 (∗6G− iG)pqr
]
ΘΓpqrΘ (37)
Under an SL(2,R) transformation
τ ′ =
aτ + b
cτ + d
,
(
H ′(3)
F ′(3)
)
=
(
d c
b a
)(
H(3)
F(3)
)
(38)
the combination appearing in (37) picks up a phase
e
1
2
φ′G ′(3) = e
−iαe
1
2
φG(3), e
iα =
cτ + d
|cτ + d| (39)
Also under gauge transformations this combination picks up a phase
(a′ + ib′)2 = eiβ(a+ ib)2 (40)
Any one of these phases can be removed by a chirality rotation in the fermion Θ
Θ′ = eiδγ(5)Θ (41)
whose action on (37) is
Re
[
(∗6G− iG)pqr
]
Θ
′
ΓpqrΘ′ = Re
[
e−2iδ (∗6G− iG)pqr
]
ΘΓpqrΘ (42)
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Setting δ = β
2
or δ = −α
2
we can absorb the phases that appear when we change the gauge
or perform an SL(2,R) transformation. This part of the action is then both gauge and
SL(2,R) invariant.
The terms that involve the field strength in (36) are also gauge invariant and self-dual.
In the Einstein frame, using again the equations below (52) and (53), these are
1
µ3
L(Einstein) = O(Θ0) +O(F 0,Θ2)
+ Z−1
(
−1
2
(a2 − b2)e− 12φF ij ΘΓiDjΘ− 1
2
2ab e−
1
2
φ(∗F )ij ΘΓiDjΘ
+
1
16
2ab e
1
2
φF ij ΘΓij
mΘ∂mC +
1
16
(a2 − b2)e 12φ(∗F )ij ΘΓij mΘ ∂mC
− 1
16
(a2 − b2)e− 12φF ij ΘΓijmΘ ∂mφ+ 1
16
2ab e−
1
2
φ(∗F )ij ΘΓij mΘ ∂mφ
)
(43)
where the terms proportional to the derivative of the dilaton come in part from translating
to the Einstein frame the term in (36) containing the covariant derivative of the fermion
coupled to the field strength.
The first term linear in the filed strength is zero from
ΘΓiDjΘ∂jAi =
1
2
ΘΓi{Γj, 6D}Θ∂jAi
=
(
ΘDiΓjΘ− 1
2
Θ 6DΓiΓjΘ
)
∂jAi (44)
where in the second equality we used the equation of motion in a fermion bilinear ΘΓiDiΘ =
0. Moving the first term to the left hand side, we get the combination that appears in
the action, which is zero after integrating the second term by parts and using the Bianchi
identity dF = 0. The same can be shown for the second term, involving ∗F .
The remaining four terms in (43) can be combined in the form
1
16
Im
[
(a+ ib)2(F + i ∗ F )ij ∂mτ√
τ2
]
ΘΓij
mΘ (45)
This is obviously invariant under C ′ = C + 1, and we will show that it is also invariant
under an S-duality τ ′ = − 1
τ
, along the lines of Seiberg and Witten’s prove of S-duality in
N = 2 super Yang Mills [21]. Introduce a Lagrange multiplier vector field AD, add to the
Lagrangian a term 1
2
(∗FD)ijFij and integrate out F . The result of doing this is the usual
bosonic term with F replaced by FD and τ replaced by − 1τ , and for the term involving the
fermions, we get
1
16
Im
[
(a + ib)2(FD + i ∗ FD)ij ∂mτ
τ
√
τ2
]
ΘΓij
mΘ (46)
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But this is just what we would get if we change τ in (45) by − 1
τ
, up, again, to a phase
transformation, i.e.
∂mτ√
τ2
−−−→
τ→− 1
τ
∂mτ
τ
√
τ2
e−iα (47)
where α was defined in (39), and in the present case c = 1, d = 0. A gauge redefinition also
amounts to adding a phase, as in (40). Any two of these phases can now be absorbed by a
duality rotation of the world-volume field strength.
We have thus shown that the action is gauge invariant, and is invariant under τ → τ +1
and τ → − 1
τ
, making it SL(2,R) self-dual. It is nice to see how both symmetries act in a
similar way, adding a phase that can be removed by a redefinition of a world-volume field.
5 T-duality of D0-brane Action
The interactions between world-volume fermions and the supergravity background for a D0-
brane to order Θ2 have been worked out in the Einstein frame in [9]. The explicit form of
the action is shown in the weak field limit, keeping only terms linear in the background field.
But it is not hard to get the action including nonlinear terms, as well as terms involving
time derivatives of Θ, that they set to zero. It is
S = − µ0
∫
dτe−
3
4
φ(1− 3
4
Φ|Θ2)
(
(−gMN − 2eMaeaN |Θ2)x˙M x˙N − 2Θ˙µeaµηabx˙b
) 1
2
+ µ0
∫
dτ (CM +CM |Θ2) x˙M + Θ˙µCµ|Θ (48)
where boldface fields are superfields, and the indices M,N are bosonic indices that run over
time and space.
The expansions found in [9] for a bosonic background, in the gauge Γ11Θ = −Θ are
eam = e
a
m +
i
8
ΘΓabcΘwmbc +
i
64
e−
1
2
φΘΓm
opΘHa op +
3i
64
e−
1
2
φΘΓanoΘHmno
− i
192
e−
1
2
φeamΘΓ
nopΘHnop
eaµ =
i
2
(ΘΓa)µ
eµm =
1
64
e
3
4
φ(Γm
noΘ)µFno − 5
192
e
1
4
φ(ΓnopΘ)µF ′mnop
eνµ = δ
ν
µ
Φ = φ+
i
48
e−
1
2
φΘΓmnpΘHmnp
Bmn = − i
4
e
1
2
φΘΓ[m
opΘwn]op − 3i
32
ΘΓ[m
opΘHn]op − i
8
e
1
2
φΘΓmn
pΘ ∂pφ
Cm = Cm − i
16
ΘΓm
noΘFno − i
48
e−
1
2
φΘΓnopΘF ′mnop
13
Cµ = − i
2
e−
3
4
φ(ΘΓ11)µ (49)
Inserting (49) in (48) and expanding the square root in the DBI part we get, to first order
in the velocity and second order in Θ 3
1
µ0
√−g00LDBI = O(Θ
0)
+
i
48
e−
5
4
φΘΓmnpΘHmnp − i
16
e−
5
4
φΘΓ0mnΘH0mn − i
8
e−
3
4
φΘΓ0mnΘw0mn − i
2
e−
3
4
φΘΓ0Θ˙
+
(
− i
4
e−
3
4
φΘΓ(m|
npΘw|0) np − i
16
e−
5
4
φΘΓ(m|
npΘH |0) np − i
2
e−
3
4
φg00ΘΓmΘ˙
)
x˙m (50)
where the indices m,n, ... run over spatial directions only.
The Wess-Zumino part of the action gives
1
µ0
LWZ = O(Θ0) − i
16
ΘΓ0
mnΘFmn − i
48
e−
1
2
φΘΓmnpΘF ′0mnp
−
(
i
16
ΘΓm
npΘFnp +
i
48
e−
1
2
φΘΓnpqΘF ′mnpq
)
x˙m (51)
This result is given in the Einstein frame, and we would like to change it to the string
frame. We expect to have an overall factor of
√
g00(string)e
−φ in front of the Lagrangian.
Using gmn(Einstein) = e
− 1
2
φgmn(string), which implies√
−g(4)(Einstein) = e−φ
√
−g(4)(string), Γm(Einstein) = e
1
4
φΓm(string)
w0 mp(Einstein) =
1
2
∂[mˆφ e
0
pˆ](string) + w
0
mp(string) (52)
-where a hat is used to remind that the indices are tangent space indices- we get that the
fermion θ should transform as
θ(Einstein) = e
− 1
8
φθ(string) (53)
This agrees with the rescaling of the spinors found in [22] and also with the way the super-
symmetry parameter ε transforms [23]. Every RR field also transforms as F(n)(Einstein) =
e−φF(n)(string).
In the string frame, the D0-brane Lagrangian is then
1
µ0
√−g00LDBI(string) = O(Θ
0)
+ e−φ
(
i
48
ΘΓmnpΘHmnp − i
16
ΘΓ0mnΘH0mn − i
8
ΘΓ0mnΘw0mn − i
2
ΘΓ0Θ˙
)
+ e−φ
(
− i
4
ΘΓ(m|
npΘw|0) np − i
8
ΘΓ(m|
npΘH |0) np − i
2
g00ΘΓmΘ˙
)
x˙m (54)
3We have assumed that the metric splits into a time-time component and space-space components. This
must hold if we want the T-dual metric to look like (1).
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for the DBI part, and
1
µ0
LWZ(string) = O(Θ0) + e−φ
(
i
16
ΘΓ0
mnΘFmn − i
48
ΘΓmnpΘF ′0mnp
)
+ e−φ
(
− i
16
ΘΓm
npΘFnp − i
48
ΘΓnpqΘF ′mnpq
)
x˙m (55)
for the Wess-Zumino.
We want to T-dualize this action in the 1,2 and 3 directions to get the D3-brane action. If
we implement T-duality in n directions labeled by i, j, ... the NS-NS and R-R fields transform
as (see for example [2])
G˜ab = Gab − GaiGijGjb
G˜ai = GijGaj
G˜ia = −GjaGji
G˜ij = Gij
φ˜ = φ− 1
2
ln det(Gij)
C˜qa1...aq−ki1...ik =
1
(n− k)!ǫ
i1...inC(n+q−2k)a1...aq−kik+1...in
A˜i = xi (56)
where the fields with tilde are the T-dual fields, Ai is the world-volume gauge field, and we
have defined
Gab = gab − Bab
C(n) = C(n) − C(n−2) ∧ B + 1
2!
C(n−4) ∧ B ∧B + ... (57)
We want our T-dual metric to be of the form (1) multiplied by e
1
2
φ to change it to the
string frame, and the NS-NS and R-R T-dual 2-form fields to be orthogonal to the 3-brane.
From (56) we see that B(2) has to be originally orthogonal to it, and g
ij = e
1
2
φZ−
1
2 ηij.
Let’s start with the velocity-independent terms in the DBI action (54). The first one
T-dualizes to
i
48
√
−g00(string)e−φΘΓmnpΘHmnp → i
48
Z−1Θ(ΓmnpHmnp − 6Γiabwiab)Θ (58)
This, together with the third and fourth terms in (54), give the covariant derivative of
Θ along the directions of the D3-brane: i
2
ΘΓiDiΘ; i = 0, 1, 2, 3. The second term in (54)
vanishes when T-dualizing, by the condition of Lorentz invariance.
As far as the T-dual of the velocity-independent terms in the Wess-Zumino Lagrangian
(55), the first one T-dualizes to zero according to the Lorentz-invariance condition, and in
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the second one:
F ′0mnp = C0[mn,p] − C0Hmnp → −
1
3!
ǫijkC0ijk[mn,p] − 1
3!
ǫijkC0ijkHmnp (59)
where in the first equality we imposed the condition that the fields are time independent,
and H(3) doesn’t have a time component. Using, in form notation,
dC(6) = −eφ ∗ (F(3) − C H(3)) + C(4) ∧H(3) (60)
and combining it with the first term in (58), coming from the DBI Lagrangian, we get
− i
48
e−φΘΓmnpΘF ′0mnp +
i
48
√
−g00(string)e−φΘΓmnpΘHmnp →
− i
48
eφZ−1ΘΓmnpΘRe [(∗6G)mnp − iGmnp] (61)
The terms proportional to the velocity, when T-dualizing, will give terms proportional to
the world-volume field strength. So the terms we have just found are all the renormalizable
terms on the world-volume. Collecting them, we get from T-duality that the renormalizable
terms in the D3-brane Lagrangian
LD3 = O(Θ0) + Z−1
(
− i
2
ΘΓiDiΘ− i
48
eφΘΓmnpΘRe [(∗6G)mnp − iGmnp]
)
(62)
where i runs fron 0 to 3.
This interaction between the world-volume fermions and the 3-form flux is exactly as
found in the previous section (36)4 in the gauge (a, b) = (1, 0), providing a check of our
results.
As for the terms involving the D0-brane velocity in the DBI Lagrangian (54), the first
and the last one combine to give a covariant derivative of the spinor, that T-dualizes to
− i
2
e−φ
√
g00(string)ΘΓiD0Θ x˙
i → i
2
Z−1ΘΓiD0ΘF
i0 (63)
as appears in the D3-brane calculation (36). The second one gives zero for our background.
In the Wess-Zumino action (55), the first term proportional to the velocity is zero after
performing T-duality, and the second goes to
− i
48
e−φΘΓmnpΘF ′imnpx˙
i → i
16
Z−1ΘΓijmΘ∂mC(∗F )ij (64)
This term is also in complete agreement with those found in the previous Section, also in
the gauge (a, b) = (1, 0), concluding our check of the world-volume fermionic action for a
D3-brane.
From our results, it seems that the gauge choice Γ11Θ = −Θ in the IIA case corresponds
to the choice (a, b) = (1, 0) (Eq. (30)) in the IIB case. Anyway, we showed in the D3-brane
case that the action is gauge invariant.
4The difference in factors of i come from the Γ matrices, which are taken to be real in Section V, while
in [9] they were chosen to be imaginary.
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6 Gauge Theory on the D3-brane
Splitting the spinor Θ in 10-dimensions into a 4-dimensional gaugino and three fermions λi
in the chiral multiplet as we did in Section 2, we can interpret our results in terms of gauge
theory on the D3-brane.
From the kinetic term for Θ we get the kinetic terms for the gaugino and λi fermions5
− 1
2
Z−1
(
λ
ı¯
σµ∂µλ
i + ψσµ∂µψ
)
(65)
where the covariant derivative reduced to an ordinary derivative, since
Θγµwµ
abΓabΘ = −1
2
∂mlnZ ΘΓ
mΘ = 0 (66)
from (7). As far as the interaction terms, in the first place, from the combination (∗6G(3) −
iG(3)) that we get in the renormalizable part of the action, only Gijk, Sij and Gij
j survive.
So, from (36) and (9), the renormalizable fermion-fermion interactions in the D3-brane are
Z−1
48
eφ
(
λiλjRe(Sij) + λ
iψRe(Gij
j) + ψψRe(Gijk)
)
(67)
These components of the 3-form flux are in general functions of the coordinates zi, which
are in the gauge theory the scalar partners of λi. When the D-brane is located at some zi,
these scalar fields acquire a vev, giving masses to the fermions.
In low energy effective N = 1 supersymmetric theories, these terms are constructed
from the superpotential and the auxiliary fields F and D in the chiral and vector multiplet
respectively
LN=1 = −1
2
λiλj
∂2W
∂φi∂φj
+
i√
2
D
∂τ
∂φi
λiψ − F i ∂τ
∂φi
ψψ + ... (68)
where +... stands for kinetic terms, and terms involving the gauge field.
The term involving the mass of the fermions in the chiral multiplet fits nicely, as we
mentioned in Section 3, with the result obtained in [11], where the symmetric combination
of (1, 2) components of G(3) was found to be proportional to the superpotential in the field
theory.
The tree level gaugino mass is associated to F-term supersymmetry breaking. Comparing
Eqs.(67) and (68), we see that this breaking comes in the 10-dimensional theory from the
(3, 0) piece of the 3-form flux. Going back to (12), we see indeed that if the dilaton is
holomorphic, a nonzero (3, 0) piece of G(3) breaks all the supersymmetry.
Finally, the coupling between the matter fermions and the gaugino, is associated with
D-term supersymmetry breaking. Again, comparing with (67), we see that this breaking
5In this Section, since we are dealing with ordinary space, we go back to the conventions used at the
beginning, where Greek subindices label directions along the D3-brane.
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comes from the nonprimitive (2, 1) 3-form flux, whose nonzero vacuum expectation value
also breaks supersymmetry in the 10-dimensional theory.
Supersymmetry breaking in the field theory is mediated in this scenario by bulk super-
gravity fields. For other mechanisms of supersymmetry breaking in brane-world models see
[24] and references therein.
The other terms in (36), which have one power of the field strength, give in 4-dimensions
ΘΓµνmΘ (F + i ∗F )µν ∂mτ ∼ ǫı¯¯k¯λiσµσνλj(F + i ∗F )µν ∂k¯τ + λiσµσνψ(F + i ∗F )µν ∂iτ (69)
These are transition electric and magnetic moments for the fermions in the chiral multi-
plet. In general, with multiple D3-branes, those fermions would be the quarks and leptons of
the gauge theory. Considering the case of the neutrinos, transition moments have been spec-
ulated to be a possible explanation to the solar neutrino problem (see [25] and references
therein). Models including neutrino transition magnetic moments both in the Standard
Model [26] -including a fourth generation neutrino- and in the softly broken MSSM [27]
-keeping an unbroken le − lµ symmetry- have been built.
7 Conclusions
We have found the coupling between the world-volume fermions on a D3-brane and an
SO(3, 1)-invariant IIB supergravity background, to second order in the fermions. These
only couple directly to the NS-NS and R-R 3-form flux, which implies that a single D3-
brane in certain states has H(3) and F(3)-dipole moments. The 3-form flux appears in the
combination (∗6G(3) − iG(3)), which is closely related to the equations of motion of type
IIB supergravity. There are particular classes of supersymmetric and nonsupersymmetric
exact solutions where this combination vanishes, rendering the background transparent to
the brane (the bosonic world-volume degrees of freedom don’t couple either to the 3-form flux
when it is orthogonal to the brane). We have also found that the world-volume gauge field
couples linearly only to the derivative of the dilaton-axion. We proved gauge invariance and
SL(2,R) duality of the action, noting that gauge redefinitions and SL(2,R) transformations
act in a fashion that can be offset by redefinitions of world-volume fields.
By splitting the SO(9, 1) spinor Θ into representations of SO(3, 1) ⊗ SO(6), we inter-
preted our results in terms of 4-dimensional gauge theories. The spinor Θ splits into a Weyl
spinor in the N = 1 vector multiplet -photino- and three Weyl spinors each one in an N = 1
chiral multiplet -”matter fermions”-. The coupling to the 3-form flux corresponds to mass
terms for the photino and matter fermions, as well as a photino-matter fermion interaction.
The component of the 3-form flux that gives mass to the photino, the (3, 0), as well as
the component that appears in the photino-matter fermion interaction -nonprimitive (2, 1)-
break supersymmetry in the 10-dimensional IIB background. We saw that in 4-dimensional
supersymmetric theories, these interactions come from F and D-term supersymmetry break-
ing. On the other hand, the mass matrix for the matter fermions, which comes from the (1, 2)
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piece of G(3), can be nonzero in a supersymmetric background corresponding to a D3/D7-
brane system plus a 3-form flux perturbation. In the case of a background corresponding
only to N D3-branes plus a 3-form flux perturbation, which includes the Polchinski-Strassler
solution [28], this vev was found in [11] to be proportional to the second derivative of the
superpotential that breaks N = 4 into N = 1 in the field theory. These two pieces fit nicely,
since in supersymmetric 4-d gauge theories the mass matrix for the fermions in the chiral
multiplet is given by the second derivative of the superpotential.
When there is a nonzero gauge field on the D3-brane, we showed that there is a flavor
changing dipole moment proportional to the antiholomorphic derivative of the dilaton-axion,
as well as a matter fermion-photino dipole moment proportional to its holomorphic deriva-
tive. In a IIB supersymmetric background with 4 supercharges, the dilaton is holomorphic
or antiholomorphic depending whether we have D3 or anti D3-branes. In the cases consid-
ered before, the dilaton is holomorphic, and only the matter fermion-photino dipole moment
survives in these supersymmetric backgrounds.
The results here obtained completely agree with the ones obtained in [9] for a D0-brane,
after performing T-duality in three directions. They provide a very useful result for brane-
world models and in general for D-brane phenomenology. The generalization to several
D3-branes shouldn’t be hard to obtain, and it can be used for the construction of realistic
models of nature built from D-branes in background fluxes.
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Appendix
Throughout the paper, we use two different conventions with respect to indices, according
to what’s most convenient in each case. In Sections 2,3 and 6, where we deal with ordinary
space-time, upper case Latin indices refer to the entire ten-dimensional space-time, and
lower case Greek indices refer to 4-dimensional space-time. For the 6-dimensional space,
we use m,n,.. when dealing with a real basis, and i,j,... for a complex basis. In Sections
4 and 5, when working in superspace, upper case Latin indices refer to any index, bosonic
or fermionic. Lower case Greek indices are fermionic indices and lower case m,n,... refer to
bosonic coordinate basis indices; a,b,... refer to bosonic tangent space indices and i,j... are
bosonic world-volume indices.
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We use 32-component Majorana-Weyl spinors θµ, where the index µ should be viewed as
a composite index, product of a Majorana-Weyl index and an SO(2) index. The generators
of the SO(2) may taken to be σ1, iσ2, σ3, where σ’s are Pauli matrices. A possible correspon-
dence with the complex formalism used in supergravity papers is σ1θ → iθ∗, iσ2θ → −iθ,
σ3θ → θ∗. The Dirac gamma-matrices are also extended, and they obey {ΓM ,ΓN} = 2gMN
times a delta in the SO(2) index. All fermions and Gamma matrices are thus real.
The Γ’s may be decomposed
Γµ = γµ ⊗ 1 , Γm = γ(5) ⊗ γm (70)
where γµ and γm are Dirac gamma matrices corresponding to SO(3, 1) and SO(6) respective-
ly. The 4-dimensional chirality matrix is
γ(5) =
i
4!
ǫµνλργ
µνλρ (71)
where ǫ0123 =
√−g(4) = Z−1. In the 6-dimensional space, the chirality matrix is
γ(7) = − i
6!
ǫmnopqrγ
mnopqr (72)
and
γ(11) = γ(5)γ(7) (73)
The supersymmetry transformations for the fields in type IIB in the string frame are
[15],[23]
δλ =
1
2
ΓM∂Mφε− 1
24
ΓMNPHMNP σ
3 ε− 1
2
eφ ΓMFM (iσ
2) ε− 1
24
eφΓMNPF ′MNP σ
1 ε
δψM = DMε+
1
8
eφ ΓNΓM FN (iσ
2)ε− 1
8
ΓPQHMPQ σ
3ε+
1
48
eφ ΓPQRΓM F
′
PQR σ
1ε
+
1
16 · 5!e
φ ΓPQRSTF ′PQRST ΓM (iσ
2)ε
δeam = εΓ
aψm
δφ = ελ
δBmn = 2εσ
3Γ[mψn]
δCmn = −2e−φ ε σ1Γ[m
(
ψn] − 1
2
Γn]λ
)
+ CδBmn
δCmnop = −4e−φ ε(iσ2)Γ[mno
(
ψp] − 1
4
Γp]λ
)
+ 12C[mnδBop]
where DM is the covariant derivative with respect to the metric, and the modified field
strengths F ′ are
F ′(3) = dC(2) − C H(3) , F ′(5) = dC(4) −H(3) ∧ C(2) (74)
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The commutator of two local supersymmetries on a gauge field gives a combination of a
coordinate and a gauge transformation. For any field to which the commutator is applied,
the resulting coordinate transformation is
ζm = ε2Γ
mε1 (75)
and the gauge transformations are
ΛBm = ζ
nBmn − ε2 σ3Γmε1 (76)
for the NS-NS 2-form field B(2), and
ΛCm = ζ
nC + e−φε2 σ
1 Γmε1 − Cε2 σ3Γmε1
ΛCmnp = ζ
qCqmnp +
1
2
e−φ ε2 (iσ
2)Γmnpε1 − 3C[mnε2 σ3Γp]ε1 (77)
for the R-R 2- and 4-form fields C(2) and C(4) respectively.
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